Victor Frankenstein sought to create an intelligent being imbued with the rules of civilized human conduct, who could further learn how to behave and possibly even evolve through successive generations into a more perfect form. Modern human composers similarly strive to create intelligent algorithmic music composition systems that can follow prespecified rules, learn appropriate patterns from a collection of melodies, or evolve to produce output more perfectly matched to some aesthetic criteria. Here we review recent efforts aimed at each of these three types of algorithmic composition. We focus particularly on evolutionary methods, and indicate how monstrous many of the results have been. We present a new method that uses coevolution to create linked artificial music critics and music composers, and describe how this method can attach the separate parts of rules, learning, and evolution together into one coherent body.
Introduction: Following in Frankenstein's Footsteps
Musical composition, it must be humbly admitted, does not consist in creating out of void, but out of the accumulated individual experiences, cultural contexts, and inherited predilections swirling about within the composer. When, in the most natural instance, that composer is a member of our own species, it is easy to apprehend how these various chaotic materials will be afforded and gathered in the service of invention. But when, with Frankensteinian hubris, we dare to create an artificial system and imbue it with the spark of musical invention in our stead, how are we to assemble its constituent parts to ensure that its behavior will be on the whole pleasing and majestic, rather than filling us with aesthetic horror that "no mortal could support"? (Shelley, 1818 (Shelley, /1993 In this chapter, we review a variety of approaches to the central problem of creating artificial composition systems: how to build into them the musical knowledge necessary for new compositions. Human composers, as mentioned above, come pre-equipped with an evolved auditory perception system that influences our aesthetics (e.g. Rasch & Plomp, 1982) ; we learn a set of examples and expectations through immersion in our aural culture as we grow (e.g. Bharucha & Todd, 1989) ; and in many cases we receive further formal training in the rules of composition of particular musical genres. Over the past few hundred years (and in some cases earlier--see Loy, 1991) , several techniques of musical knowledge induction from these three broad categories have been explored. But increasingly within the last decade, with the spread of new computer methods of simulating learning (e.g. Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986 ) and evolution (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989; Mitchell, 1996) , novel forms of introducing musical knowledge into algorithmic composers are being developed. Many of these new creations still provide occasions for horror, as we will see; but within these techniques, or their combination, the seed of successful algorithmic composition may lie, and it is on these approaches that we concentrate here.
We conduct our rapid survey of techniques for constructing algorithmic composition systems in the order in which they were first introduced: formal rules, example learning, and evolutionary descent with modification. (Note though that this is the reverse of the order in which the corresponding natural sources of musical knowledge make their appearance during a human composer's lifetime.) In Section 2, we briefly describe the rule-based approach to encoding musical knowledge and the methods used to learn musical knowledge from collections of precomposed examples. Our coverage is limited to a mere flavor of these approaches, because much has been written about them elsewhere (e.g. Loy, 1989 Loy, , 1991 Todd & Loy, 1991;  see also the papers in this volume). Our main focus begins in Section 3, where we explore the newer and lesser-known ways that algorithmic composition systems can be evolved through successive generations of modification and reproduction. In evolutionary systems, it is necessary to determine which individuals are more 'fit'--that is, are better composers--and so should have more offspring. This 'fitness evaluation' is performed by a critic of some sort, and so the problem of musical knowledge induction is partly shifted to addressing how to build such knowledge into an aesthetically savvy critic. As we show, this new problem can be addressed in the same ways as the original composer's-knowledge problem: The critic can be human, or rule based, or learning based, or even evolved itself.
We take the opportunity in Section 4 to introduce a new method for developing artificial composition systems based on the last technique just mentioned: evolving both the composer and the critic simultaneously. This coevolutionary method has been applied with success in other problem-solving domains (Hillis, 1992) , as well as being the wellspring of much of the natural complexity we see in the world around us (Futuyama & Slatkin, 1983; Ridley, 1993) . We conclude by indicating how the three knowledge sources, rules, learning, and evolution, can be combined to create the next generation of algorithmic composition systems.
Throughout our discussion, we must repeatedly confront an issue of central importance in the construction of any behaving system: the structure/novelty tradeoff. When we start filling the void with the chaotic materials necessary for invention, the more such materials we introduce--the more structure and knowledge we add to the system--the more structure will be present in the system's output behavior. That is, more highly structured systems can produce more highly constrained output. In algorithmic composition systems, this means that more knowledge and structure allows the creation of new pieces that are more tightly matched to the desired musical genre. The flipside of more structure, though, is less novelty: The highly constrained output will be less likely to stray beyond a genre's bounds or be surprising. Thus, the highly structured composition system will be less general, able to reach less of 'music space' with its output.
Viewing this tradeoff from the other end of the amount-of-structure spectrum, we see that building less knowledge into a system means that it will be less constrained in what it produces. This in turn will increase the chance that the system will produce intriguingly unexpected output. On the other hand, this broader search through 'music space' is also more likely to produce less structured, musically uninteresting creations. Thus the tradeoff: More structure and knowledge built into the system means more reasonably structured musical output, but also more predictable, unsurprising output; less structure and knowledge in the system means more novel, unexpected output, but also more unstructured musical chaff. Different approaches to algorithmic composition end up at different points on this tradeoff, as we will see. (The costs of introducing more structure into the system should also be taken into account in deciding how to make this tradeoff.)
On the other hand, we pay the price for this rule-following lawfulness: Compositions from rule-based systems are unlikely to be surprising, and almost certainly not genre breaking. One could hardly be shocked by the combinations produced by Mozart's dice music. Perhaps more discouragingly, coming up with the rules to put into the algorithm in the first place is no simple matter. For centuries, scholars have tried to specify fully the rules involved in particular musical styles, such as counterpoint; but whenever a set of rules is nailed down, exceptions and extensions are always discovered that necessitate more rules (Loy, 1991) . This is the other price of a highly structured composition system--the cost of creating the right structure. Indeed, many artists question whether creativity can be captured by a set of rules at all. If not, where can we turn in our quest for an ersatz composer?
Frankenstein's monster emerged into the world with rather little going for him, behaviorally speaking. From a stumbling, inarticulate beginning, his eventual eloquence was obtained through long and patient learning, listening to examples of human speech over and over again: "I cannot describe the delight I felt when I learned the ideas appropriated to each of these sounds, and was able to pronounce them" (Shelley, 1818 (Shelley, /1993 . Such repetitive training provides another approach to the construction of artificial composition systems: systems that can learn how to create a new piece of music. Rather than requiring the development of a set of musical rules, a learning composition system can simply be trained on a set of musical examples. These examples are chosen to represent the kind of music that the user would like the composition system to create new instances of (or at least mimic old instances of): For a waltz-composing system, train it on a corpus of waltzes; for a Bach/Hendrix amalgamator, train it on melodies from both composers. Thus, the big advantage of a learning composition system over a rule-based one is that, as the saying goes, users do not have to know much about music--they only have to know what they like. In this way, humans are removed a bit further from the composition process: they no longer have to be rule creators, rather now only example collectors.
Early instances of the learning approach to algorithmic composition analyzed a collected set of musical examples in terms of their overall pitch-transition probabilities (Loy, 1991; Jones, 1981) . Based on how often particular pitches followed each other in the examples, new compositions could be constructed with similar statistical structure. Such Markov-process music sounds good over the short term, reflecting the note-by-note structure in the original input. Novelty is also introduced through the probabilistic nature of the composition process. This seems like the ideal point on the structure/novelty tradeoff, but the difficulty here arises when we listen to this music over the long term: There is no structure beyond the moment, and the novelty of randomness often accumulates and leads compositions to wander aimlessly.
The development of new neural network learning algorithms (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) led to the possibility of connectionist music composition systems (Todd, 1988 (Todd, , 1989 Todd & Loy, 1991 ; see also the papers in this volume). Feedforward and recurrent neural networks can be trained to produce successive notes or measures of melodies in a training set, given earlier notes or measures as input. Once they have learned to reproduce the training melodies, these networks can be induced to compose new melodies based on the patterns they have picked up. Neural networks can be made to learn more abstract and long-term patterns than typical Markov-process systems, allowing them to incorporate a greater amount of musical structure from the example set. In addition, networks can have further structure built into them, including psychologically motivated constraints on pitch and time representation (e.g. Mozer, 1991 Mozer, , 1994 , that help their output to be more musically appropriate.
And yet, despite the increasingly sophisticated neural network machinery being thrown at the problem of composition, the results to date have still been rather disappointing. As Mozer commented about his own CONCERT system, the outputs are often "compositions that only their mother could love" (Mozer, 1994, p. 274) . Much of the problem is that these networks are still learning and reproducing largely surface-level features of the example musical input; while neural networks should in principle be able to pick up and utilize deeper temporal structure, "experiments...show no cause for optimism in practice" (Mozer, 1994, p. 274) . In addition, by merely manipulating surface-level musical aspects of the training set, networks can come up with new compositions, but they will not be particularly novel in an interesting way. True novelty should involve manipulations of multiple levels of structure. If a learning approach to algorithmic composition is not so amenable to producing such novelty, where then can we turn for inspiration? When we consider the source and generator of the great variety of complex novelty and innovation in the natural world around us, one approach sings out seductively: evolution through modification and descent.
"A new species": Evolving Composition Systems
Viktor Frankenstein hoped for much more than the creation of a single superior living being--he intended his creatures to beget a whole new race that would grow in number and in goodness, generation after generation: "A new species would bless me as its creator and source; many happy and excellent natures would owe their being to me" (Shelley, 1818 (Shelley, /1993 . Later he worried that this process might not go exactly as he planned, with the children becoming more monstrous than the parents, a realization that led him to abandon his efforts at creating a female progenitor. Though he labored several decades before the appearance of Darwin's theory of evolution (Darwin, 1859 ), Frankenstein's (and Shelley's) intuitive understanding of descent with modification led him to the correct conclusion that this ongoing creative process, once it was out of his hands, could as easily lead to new horrors as to hoped-for beauty.
A new generation of algorithmic composition researchers is discovering this same truth. By using simulated evolution techniques to create new composition systems, it is easy to obtain novelty--often complex novelty--but it is correspondingly difficult to rein in the direction that novelty takes. As we will see in the systems in this section, the results of this still-young approach are frequently more frightening than pleasing. This is a consequence of the structure/novelty tradeoff once again, with the balance this time shifting towards innovation. The challenge faced by the designers of evolutionary composition systems is how to bring more structure and knowledge into, while trying to take people out of, the compositional loop. This loop is, in an evolutionary system, a rather simple one on the face of it: generate, test, repeat. Basically, we make a bunch of things, we test them according to some criteria and keep the ones that are better according to those criteria, and then we repeat the process by generating a new bunch of things based on the old ones. This loop continues for possibly many generations until the things we are making are good enough according to the criteria being used. The complication comes when we have to specify what we mean by 'generate' and 'test'. In natural evolution, what is being generated are individual organisms, through a process of genetic modification (usually either sexual recombination or asexual 'cloning', both with some possible mutation), and the criteria of success are the forces of natural and sexual selection (i.e. ability to survive and reproduce). (Furthermore, in natural evolution, there is no 'stopping point' when some criteria have been met--the test keeps changing as a consequence of ongoing evolution of other species as well.) What and how should we generate and test when dealing with music composition systems?
There are a few possibilities to consider. First, we can generate two different kinds of things: either the musical compositions directly, or a music composition system itself. In the former case, the whole evolutionary system is the algorithmic composition system; in the latter case, the evolutionary process creates composition systems, which are then used. (We will speak of direct musical representations and indirect composition generators in the following sections.) Second, the testing can be done in a few different ways. In some sense, the test criteria incorporate the majority of the musical knowledge in an evolutionary composition system, filtering out the bad generated creations and only allowing the musically good ones to make it into the next generation. Thus we need a rather smart tester or music critic in our evolutionary loop. Just as we discussed in Section 2 for composers, there are several ways to implement smart critics: Again we can use humans directly, or rule-based critics, or learning critics, or even evolving critics. We will investigate each of these possibilities in turn.
All of these evolutionary approaches do, however, share many features in common. They are all based on the general framework provided by Holland's original genetic algorithm, or GA (Holland, 1975 ; see also Goldberg, 1989, and Mitchell, 1996 , for general introductions), either directly, or indirectly via the genetic programming paradigm of Koza (in which chunks of code are evolved--see Koza, 1993.) In nearly every case, new populations of potential solutions to some problem (here, the problem of music composition) are created, generation after generation, through three main processes. First, to make sure that better solutions to the problem will increase over time, more copies of good solutions than of bad solutions from one generation are put into the next generation (this is fitness-proportionate reproduction, because the fitter solutions get proportionally more offspring). Second, to introduce new solutions into the population, a low level of mutation operates on all acts of reproduction, so that some offspring will have randomly changed characteristics. Third, to combine good components between solutions, sexual crossover is often employed, in which the 'genes' of two parents are mixed to form offspring with aspects of both.
With these three processes in effect, the evolutionary loop can efficiently explore many points in the solution space in parallel, and good solutions can often be found quite quickly. In creative processes such as music composition, however, the goal is rarely to find a single good solution and stop; rather, an ongoing process of innovation and refinement is usually more appropriate. This is also something that evolution, and artificial evolutionary systems, often excel at (see e.g. Nitecki, 1990 regarding innovations in nature; and Sims, 1994, and Ray, 1991 , for models of surprisingly elaborate evolved artificial organisms). In addition, an iterative process of generation and selection, akin to that of evolution by natural selection, has been suggested as a model of human creativity itself (Campbell, 1960; Perkins, 1994) . As Dawkins (1986, p. 66) puts it, "Cumulative selection, whether artificial selection as in [a] computer model or natural selection out there in the real world, is an efficient searching procedure, and its consequences look very like creative intelligence". These factors all suggest a fruitful role for the use of evolutionary models in creating algorithmic music.
On the other hand, evolution is not often described as being fast (though it can be in some cases--see e.g. Weiner, 1994) , and patience is commonly called for in artificial evolutionary systems as well. It can take many generations of potential candidates, each of which must be evaluated in a time-consuming fashion (for instance, in the cases of interest to us, by listening to the music each candidate composition system produces--what Biles, 1994 , and others identify as the 'fitness bottleneck'), before something interesting comes along. The main reason for this sometimes-glacial pace is that, as described above, evolution builds systems through the gradual accrual of beneficial bits and pieces, rather than through systematic design or rapid learning from the environment. Operating without foresight, evolution cannot tell if some modification added on now will prove useful or lethal when combined with other bits added on later--the best that can be done is to make changes that each contribute a small amount to the system's performance (or at least do not hurt at present).
As a further consequence of this piecemeal tinkering approach (what Wimsatt, in press, terms "evolution as a backwoods mechanic"), the designs that evolution ultimately comes up with are not intended to be clean, or simple, or easy to understand--they are just whatever worked in the particular situations encountered. The implication for artificially evolved music composition systems is that, even once they do work to a certain extent, they will likely be unfathomable in their workings. However, this need not be a problem, if a user is content just to run the composition system without understanding it (or being able to modify it readily). So far, for most of the systems described below, this has been the pragmatic approach that the programmers and users have adopted. (See Burton & Vladimirova, 1997b , for a related review of evolutionary composition systems.)
Humans as Critics
Part of the reason that evolution in nature is often slow is that the forces of selection can be very noisy and temporarily ineffectual. Weak, sickly, or just plain ugly individual organisms may still succeed in finding mates, having offspring, and passing on their sub-par genes, while organisms with a new advantageous trait may not manage to live long enough to find a mate and influence the next generation. Goldschmidt (1940) called the more extreme examples of these lonely gifted mutants--those with radically new features--'hopeful monsters'. But their hope would often be in vain: The improvements they bore could appear and be lost to the process of evolution time and time again. (While it is questionable whether 'hopeful monsters' really appear in nature--that is, whether or not radical macromutations can ever be beneficial, as Dawkins, 1986 , chapter 9, discusses--it is possible for them to crop up in some of the artificial systems we are concerned with here because of high-level genetic representations and operators.)
One way to speed up evolution is thus to implement a more ruthless, strict, and observant selective pressure on a population. This is the principle behind artificial selection, in which humans play the major selective role, only letting those organisms (be they pet animal breeds or garden flower varieties) that meet certain phenotypic criteria produce offspring for the next generation. With such careful supervision, large changes in traits can be achieved in a few generations. Darwin, for instance, discussed how breeders have effected the more or less rapid accumulation of human-desired traits in pigeons, dogs, and cabbages, noting that such artificially selected domestic races "often have a somewhat monstrous character" (1859/1964, p. 16 ). This is due in part to the breeders' ability to rescue the interesting new 'hopeful monsters' (even those only slightly monstrous) from a childless fate and ensure that their desired traits are kept in the gene pool of successive generations.
This teratogenic power has been harnessed more recently by artists working with computer-based artificial selection systems to generate visual images (Sims, 1991) or objects (S. Todd & Latham, 1992 ; see also Dawkins, 1986 , for a powerful demonstration of the effects of accumulation of small changes across generations). These systems typically operate by presenting the user with a collection of images (initially random), shown next to each other simultaneously on-screen, from which to choose the parent or parents of the next generation of images. The new generation is created by some set of genetic operators, the corresponding new images are computed, and then these images are again displayed for further choice. With only a few such generations of viewing and selection, users can follow promising visual avenues to create quite striking final images.
At about the same time, a few researchers began experimenting with the power of evolutionary methods to create interesting musical structures as well. Putnam (1994) and Takala and colleagues (Takala et al., 1993) explored the use of genetic algorithms to produce individual sounds or waveforms directly. Putnam evolved simple C program subroutines that would output waveform files that were then played for a human listener acting as critic. The listener's rating of the sound was used as the fitness for that particular routine, and new routines were bred according to the methods of genetic programming (Koza, 1993) . However, the results were less than successful: "...many of the noises produced in the early generations are very irregular, noisy, and sometimes change loudness quite suddenly. In short, they are unpleasant and irritating and the process of listening to the noises and rating them is slow" (Putnam, 1994 , p. 4)--a reappearance of the fitness bottleneck mentioned earlier, here exacerbated by the painful nature of the sounds to be evaluated.
By incorporating more musical structure into the evolved entities, constraining them to be sequences of pitched notes rather than lower-level soundfiles, less unpleasant results could be obtained. (But again the structure/novelty tradeoff takes its toll: Atonal or purely timbral compositions cannot be made with this type of representation.) Moore (1994) developed a very simple genetic algorithm system, called GAMusic, for listeners to evolve 'melodies' of 32 notes or less, each in a 16-pitch range. Because the representation of melodies in this system is a direct binary encoding of the sequence of pitches, the search space of possible melodies covered is enormous (approximately 3.4*10^38 different sequences). But this vastness also undermines the compositional usefulness of this system, if there is nothing to guide the search in productive or desirable directions. Ralley (1995) addressed this problem of unguided search by building a GA system to create variations on a particular starting melody, so that the possible melodies of interest would be greatly reduced. He seeded the initial population of 100 melodies in his system with variants on a user-supplied melody, and then let the user evaluate a small sample of representative melodies automatically chosen by cluster analysis at each generation. In this way, he hoped to avoid the fitness bottleneck of evaluating all 100 melodies in the population. In a limited setting, with sequences of 12 notes each selected from only one octave of pitches (for a total of 8.9*10^12 possible sequences), Ralley found that the system "was able to produce a large number of interesting melodic variations of initial material", though with a "propensity toward homogeneity". The crossover and mutation operations of the GA he employed were thus sufficient to produce reasonable new melodic fragments from the old ones with which the population started.
But when Ralley explored users' ability to evolve short sequences in a particular direction--with a particular goal in mind--he found that people were rather poor at this task. The main problem seems to be the difficulty of comparing similarity between melodies, something that is necessary when one wants to base fitness on how close a given melody is to some desired goal. Without being able to tell how quickly, or even if, this genetic algorithm will reach some goal, we cannot be sure how good a job at searching the musical space this technique actually does. On the other hand, natural evolution is not teleological, not aimed at some specific goal (see e.g. Dawkins, 1986) , so it is reasonable not to expect our evolutionary composition systems to be goal-oriented, either. The real test for such systems should be whether or not they help composers get somewhere interesting.
The difference here is between knowing what you like, on the one hand, using this knowledge to guide a meandering evolutionary process in an interesting direction, and knowing what you want, on the other hand, and trying to cajole the evolving system in that particular direction. This difference is akin to the distinction between simple reinforcement learning in neural networks--providing feedback as to whether something is good or bad--and error-correction learning, in which a teacher must provide the desired goal for the learner's behavior (see Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) . The latter can yield faster learning--that is, it can result in knowledge being built into the learner more quickly--but it requires considerably more specific knowledge in the first place on the part of the teacher. This is also the case in the music evolution systems: The user with a unique goal in mind has more specific knowledge than the user with just a set of preferences. In addition, this form of learning demands the ability to compute the difference between the current and the desired behavior, which is what Ralley found caused his users difficulty.
This knowledge--musical preferences or goals--that users have is exactly the structure that trades off with novelty in composition systems. The systems described so far have mostly had too little structure already built in to make them serious compositional aids, even though they can produce rather novel output. Thywissen (1996) has developed a compositional system called GeNotator that introduces more structure into the evolutionary process by applying genetic algorithms to several aspects of a composition, at different levels of abstraction. First, a phrase-evolver can modify independently the pitch, rhythm, dynamics, and harmony of a musical sequence (all using direct representations of the note or chord characteristics). Second, a system-evolver can evolve the set of musical operators (e.g. transposition, inversion) that are hierarchically applied to the phrases to produce a complete musical work. In addition, users can define rules or grammars that will prune the phrases or system/phrase combinations before they are presented for fitness evaluation, thereby decreasing the aural workload. Biles (1994) uses several techniques to build more musical structure into his GenJam system for evolving jazz solos. Like Thywissen (1996) , he employs a hierarchically structured musical form, in which both measures of 32 eighth-notes and phrases of four of these measures evolve in two linked populations simultaneously. In fact, the populations themselves are another important hierarchical level, because GenJam's goal is not to evolve a single best measure or phrase, but rather a set of such musical elements that can be drawn upon to create pleasing solo sequences. Beyond this hierarchical structure, Biles provides a rich context in which these musical elements evolve. Measures and phrases are put together into solos that are played with a jazz accompaniment of piano, bass, and drum tracks all following a particular chord progression. Measures are represented as notes abstracted from any particular scale; the actual pitches that are played in a solo are determined by mapping those measure notes onto a particular scale determined by the current chord in the ongoing progression. Thus, as Biles says, a particular measure or phrase can "fit different harmonic contexts and will not play a 'wrong' note" (p. 134)--though clearly some note choices will be better than others. The user listens to solos and reinforces those choices that are better or worse by entering 'g' (good) or 'b' (bad) keystrokes in real time as the measures are played. This reinforcement is acquired and summed up for both the measures and phrases simultaneously, and used to breed a new population of each structure. During the breeding phrase as well, Biles introduces more musical structure: He uses 'musically meaningful mutation' operators such as reverse, invert, transpose, and sort notes, rather than the usual blind random-replacement mutation of standard genetic algorithms.
The inclusion of all this musical structure pays off: The results are typically quite pleasing to listen to (see--or rather hear--Biles, 1995a). As Biles himself puts it, "After sufficient training, GenJam's playing can be characterized as competent with some nice moments" (1994, p. 136) . Sufficient training seems to be about 10 generations, though the first few "are quite numbing for the mentor". But Biles acknowledges that all this extra musical structure has its downside as well, on the structure/novelty see-saw: "A clever representation that efficiently represents alternative solutions, perhaps by excluding clearly unacceptable solutions, will lead to a more efficient search. However, if a representation 'cleverly' excludes the best solution, its efficiency is irrelevant.... GA designers walk a thin line between too large a search space on one side and inadequately sampled solutions on the other" (1994, p. 132) .
Between the large search space of possible musical items and the (hopefully not too inadequately sampled) set of considered items lies the dreaded fitness bottleneck. With human critics manning this bottleneck, there are two main ways of trying to keep it from getting clogged: First, just present the human critics with a small set of reasonable musical items to judge. This can be attempted by using a high-structure composition system to generate the items--the approach taken by Thywissen (1996) and Biles (1994) . Or second, use a lot of human judges, so that each one does not face a mind-numbing listening session alone. Biles (1995b) combined these two approaches in GenJam Populi, where multiple listeners could give feedback to GenJam's evolving solos. He initially tried sequential, independent feedback, in which different critics could listen to one evolving GenJam population at different times and affect its behavior. Putnam (1994) ran a similar experiment with his system on the World Wide Web, presenting each individual critic with only a few melodies to rate so that they would not become "tired and bored". This form of multiple-critic feedback distributes (and can speed up) the evaluation of many different musical items in a large population. However, each different critic might be judging the items on different criteria, so that the evolving population is pulled in many directions at once. This may slow down the system's ability to get anywhere interesting in the search space.
Alternatively, one can use several critics simultaneously listening to and evaluating the same population members, and then combine the critics' ratings into a single final score for each item. This method helps to overcome the possibly noisy evaluations that one individual critic or a set of different sequential critics might make. Such better feedback should mean that the fitness function is more accurate, and therefore that fewer generations of musical items will need to be run before interesting outcomes are created--another way to overcome the bottleneck. Biles (1994) has also run multiple-critic GenJam sessions of this form, where audience members listening to GenJam's solos can hold up cards for positive or negative real-time ratings. But in practice this technique did not result in improved evolutionary performance, as Biles (personal communication) reports: "The single-mentor training sessions are typically better from a musical viewpoint (the resulting soloists tend to play better solos).... [T] he quality of most multi-mentor soloists is inferior mainly because there is even more noise in accumulating fitness values for the individuals, which comes from both the timing and the quality of the mentors' feedback" (the audience feedback on individual measures is usually delayed and not unanimous, in comparison to that from single critics).
But with both types of multiple-critic systems, the human bottleneck still remains: People still have to listen to and judge the musical items in a time-consuming manner. And amassing multiple simultaneous critics in particular is difficult to do. As Spector and Alpern (1994) put it, "According to some theories of art this is the best, or even the only, form of assessment by which to judge the quality of a work.... [But] the science of artist construction will proceed quite slowly if each iteration of each system can be assessed only by organizing a public show and by waiting for critical reviews" (p. 3). Instead, it would be faster to eliminate the human critic altogether. To do this, we can first try building an automated rule-based critic, as Spector and Alpern and others have done.
Rule-Based Critics
Traditionally, computational evolutionary systems were designed with readily computable fitness functions in mind. This has meant that genetic algorithms (see Goldberg, 1989) and genetic programming methods (see Koza, 1993) have generally employed simple rules or more complex rule-based algorithms to compute the fitness of each member of the evolving population of problem solutions. It is not surprising, then, that the earliest applications of computational evolutionary methods to music also used rule-based fitness functions or critics.
In what was probably the first musical genetic algorithm, Goldberg (1991a, 1991b) used the GA to search for thematic bridges: sequences of simple operations that would transform an initial note-set into a final desired note-set within a certain number of steps. Operations included note insertion, deletion, and rotation; each member of the evolving population was a sequence of these operations. To evaluate the fitness of any such individual, first the operation sequence was applied to the beginning note-set to generate a transformed outcome note-set. The fitness function then combined the judgments of two scoring rules: The individual received higher marks the closer the outcome note set was to the desired note set, and the closer the actual number of transformation steps was to the desired duration.
Both the nature of the evolving individuals--sequences of operations that can be chopped up and mixed back together--and the specific goal of the fitness function made this musical application well suited for evolutionary search. As a consequence, the results were "...musically pleasing to the authors with the usual qualifications regarding personal taste" (1991b, p. 5). But given the highly structured inputs, genetic operations, and goals, this compositional-aide system could show little unexpected novelty in its output.
Horner and colleagues have developed other musical applications of genetic algorithms with rule-based fitness functions that also put the evolutionary search process to good use. These include a system that harmonizes progressions by searching for chord sequences that meet a prespecified set of rules (Horner & Ayers, 1995; see also McIntyre, 1994 , for a similar approach that uses a clever three-tiered fitness evaluation scheme to ensure that the population converges on well-formed harmonies before it proceeds to evolving harmonies that are fine-tuned for good motion and smoothness). They have also developed a genetic algorithm that looks for FM synthesis parameter combinations that come closest to matching the spectra of desired sounds (Horner, Beauchamp, & Haken, 1993) . Another research team (Hörnel & Ragg, 1996) has explored the evolution of neural networks that perform harmonization of melodies in different musical styles, using network size, learning ability, and aspects of its musical behavior as fitness-rule components. Spector and Alpern (1994) have aimed at a more general goal: the automatic construction of synthetic artists that could operate in any specified aesthetic tradition. They strove to accomplish this by segregating all aesthetic considerations into a distinct critic, and then using a method that could create artists that meet those critical criteria. The method they chose is genetic programming (Koza, 1993) . In this application, genetic programming evolves programs that produce artistic output, and this output is then judged by the critic acting as a fitness function. Spector and Alpern further supplied much of the culture-specific knowledge that the artificial artist could draw upon in a case-base of prior works in the particular genre of interest. In the application they describe, the case-base is a library of Bebop jazz melodies. The evolved musician programs could take examples of melodies from the case-base and alter them with a set of predetermined transformation functions, such as INVERT, AUGMENT, and COMPARE-TRANSPOSE, which are also largely culture specific.
The fitness function in this Bebop case consisted of five critical criteria gleaned from jazz improvisation techniques--rules that looked for a balance of novel tonal material and material taken from the case-base, or for rhythmic novelty balance, and so on. Musician programs that generated new Bebop melodies meeting these criteria would have more offspring in the next generation (created by reproduction and crossover alone, to scramble the existing combinations of transformation functions). Spector and Alpern ran their system with a case-base of five Charlie Parker song fragments of four bars each. After 21 generations of populations with 250 evolving composers, individuals emerged that could produce four-bar 'improvisations' that were found highly satisfying by the five-rule critic. The system's creators, though, were less impressed: "Although the response...pleases the critic, it does not please us (the authors) particularly well" (Spector & Alpern, 1994, p. 7) . They do not see this, though, as a failing of the evolutionary artist construction method in general. Instead, Spector and Alpern feel that with a proper choice of critical rules, the approach can be made to succeed--and "nobody said it would be easy to raise an artist" (Spector & Alpern, 1994, p. 8) .
Perhaps more worrisome for this rule-based approach was Spector and Alpern's discovery that, while their evolved musician could produce critic-pleasing snippets based on the small case-base available during evolution, it failed to produce such rule-following output when it was applied to a new set of Charlie Parker melodies. That is, the artificial composer was not robust--it did not generalize well to new cultural input (even in the same jazz genre). Knowing how to follow the rules when dealing with one set of musical input did not translate to knowing how to follow those same rules with another set of melodies. Again, Spector and Alpern do not think this will be an insurmountable problem: They expect that the fitness landscape in which artificial composers are sought can be sculpted sufficiently by the proper fitness functions to yield suitably robust musicians. However, countless failed studies by researchers applying genetic algorithms in many fields stand in mute testimony to the ability of evolutionary processes to find sneaky, unintended shortcuts satisfying the letter of the fitness function, but not the intent--and thus rendering the evolved results useless in even slightly different environments. Horowitz (1994) has applied both user-as-critic and rule-based critic approaches in tandem to the evolution of rhythms, rather than melodies. His users listen to and rate a set of rhythms that have already been evolved through several generations of rule-based fitness evaluation; the user ratings affect the further evolution of the rhythms. The fitness rule used in the initial evolutionary stage is a weighted sum of how different the current rhythm is from desired levels of syncopation, density, downbeat, beat repetition, and other factors. Horowitz has explored adding a further meta-selection stage, in which the actual desired levels and weighted importance of syncopation, density, and so forth, are not prespecified but rather are also evolved--in this case, users evaluate whole families of rhythms created in accordance with a particular set of desired levels and weights. Better fitness rules, and hence better evolved rhythms, can emerge as a consequence.
But there remains a deeper problem with rule-based critic approaches in general, as people found earlier with rule-based composers. Artificial critics who go strictly by their given rules, as opposed to more forgiving (or sloppier) human critics, are generally very brittle. Rule-bound critics may rave about the technically correct but rather trite melody, while panning the inspired but slightly-off passage created by just flipping two notes. In fact, for good composers it is critical to know when to break the rules. As a consequence, for critics it is imperative to know when to let the composers break the rules. Rule-based systems, by definition, lack exactly this higher-level knowledge. Critics based on learning methods such as neural network models, on the other hand, can generalize their judgments sufficiently to leave (artificial) composers some much-needed rule-breaking 'wiggle room'--though this too can end in tragedy, as we will see in the next section.
Learning-Based Critics
To further remove (or at least transform) the necessity of human interaction in the algorithmic composition process, the critics used in evolving artificial composers can be trained using easy-to-collect musical examples, rather than constructed using difficult-to-determine musical rules. Baluja, Pomerleau, and Jochem (1994) , for instance, working in the visual domain, have trained a neural network to replace the human critic in an interactive image evolution system similar to that created by Sims (1991) . (Gibson & Byrne, 1991 , suggested a similar approach for very short musical fragments.) The network 'watches' the choices that a human user makes when selecting two-dimensional images from one generation to reproduce in the next generation, and over time learns to make the same kind of aesthetic evaluations as those made by a human user. When the trained network is put in place of the human critic in the evolutionary loop, interesting images can be evolved automatically. With learning critics of this sort, whether applied to images or music, even less structure will end up in the evolved artificial creators, because it must get there indirectly via the trained fitness-evaluating critic that learned its structural preferences from a user-selected training set. We can thus expect a great degree of novelty in the compositions created by this approach, but how will they sound? Spector and Alpern (1995) extended their earlier rule-based system (described in the previous section) to find out. They expected that a neural network trained to make aesthetic evaluations of a case-base of melodies would be able to evaluate the musical output of evolving composers at a deeper structural level than their rule-based critics could. This time, their composers were to create single-measure responses to single-measure calls in a collection of Charlie Parker melodies. The composers were again evolved in the genetic programming paradigm, but using more abstract (less musically specific) functions than before. The critic neural networks were trained to return a positive evaluation of one measure of original Charlie Parker followed by the correct next measure. They were also trained to return negative evaluations of one Charlie Parker measure followed by different kinds of bad continuations: silence, random melody, or chopped-up Charlie. To evaluate a given composer program, the program was given an original Charlie Parker measure as input, and then both that input and the composer program's one-measure output were passed to the neural network critic. The critic then returned a fitness value indicating how well it thought the composed measure followed the original measure.
One advantage of a system like this is that new critical constraints can be added simply by training the neural network critic on additional musical examples, rather than constructing new rules. The problem, though, is that one can never be sure the network is learning the musical criteria one would like it to, as Spector and Alpern discovered. As in their earlier work, a composer-program with a very high fitness value was quickly found (in fact, after only a single generation of evolution). But again as before, its performance did not meet the standards of its human overseers: In response to a simple measure of eight eighth-notes, it returned a monstrosity containing 35 notes of miniscule duration (mostly triplets) jumping over three octaves. As Spector and Alpern note (1995, p. 45), "In retrospect it is clear that the network had far too small a training set to learn about many of these kinds of errors...."
The problem that evolutionary search processes are so adept at exploiting weaknesses and quirks of fitness functions is exacerbated in this case by not knowing what the weaknesses and quirks of a trained neural network are. To circumvent this difficulty partly, Spector and Alpern created a hybrid fitness function by adding specific rules (similar to the ones they employed in their 1994 study) to the trained network's evaluation. This improved matters greatly (the network's response to the same input mentioned above shrank to six notes in just over an octave range), but "it still leaves much to be desired" (Spector & Alpern, 1995, p. 47) , and Spector and Alpern would rather elaborate the architecture of the network critic so that it performs better, instead of resorting once more to rules.
Biles and colleagues had even less success in using a neural network critic with the GenJam system (Biles, Anderson, & Loggi, 1996) . To unclog the fitness bottleneck caused by presenting a user with too many musical examples to evaluate, these researchers hoped a neural network critic could at least filter out measures that were "clearly unmusical" before they reached the user. The output of the simple three-layer network they used was a single unit whose activation represented ratings from VERYBAD to VERYGOOD. Biles et al. tried various input representations for the measures to be rated. The first representations they explored consisted solely of statistical reductions of the music, including the number of new notes, the size of the maximum interval, and the number of changes of direction between successive intervals. Networks with these input representations never even managed to learn the training set sufficiently, even when large numbers of hidden units were used. Similar failure awaited an interval-and note onset-histogram representation. When the actual intervals were used, the network learned the training set but failed to generalize to the test set of measures. At this point, Biles et al. gave up, concluding that "the populations [of measures] that so clearly evolve for the better under the guidance of a human mentor are so much statistical mush to a neural network" (1996, p. B43).
Biles and his colleagues argue that the lack of harmonic context in the network training task hindered the network's performance--human critics are able to do a more consistent (or at least more evolutionarily useful) job of evaluating measures because they hear them after a history of other measures and with an accompanying harmonic background. Human critics are also sensitive to variety and novelty, and therefore will rate highly a rare fragment that they might pan if it were repeated every third measure. Network critics cannot cope so easily with such frequency-dependent preferences and thus become confused when trained on human preference data. Citing these difficulties, Biles et al. state that "It seems, then, that there are so few absolutes that there is nothing objective to tap for even the crudest determinations of musical merit. Automating fitness may well require the use of knowledge intensive artificial intelligence techniques..." (1996, p. B43).
This concern over the inability of neural networks to learn anything musically merit-worthy is certainly too pessimistic--many of the chapters in this book give reason to hope otherwise. But the difficulty Biles et al. had in training networks to recognize special cases of measures that are acceptable in some contexts but not in others is symptomatic of a broader problem with learning-based critics. Instead of being brittle, like rulebased critics, neural networks are typically soft--they can generalize well to new circumstances. But networks can be too soft. If the space of musically useful sequences is spiky--that is, if changing one note (let alone a harmonic context) can make a melody go from good to awful--then some of the generalizations between nearby melodies that neural networks make can be erroneous. We need a system that can be soft when this is useful, but that can still make hard decisions when they are called for. Neural networks can behave this way if they are trained properly, using both positive and negative musical examples.
Another reasonable solution to this challenge may be to combine the soft generalization abilities of neural networks with the hard decision-making behavior of rule-based systems, as Spector and Alpern (1995) did with their hybrid fitness evaluator. A rather different approach is to allow a network to draw its own boundaries around musically important categories. Burton and Vladimirova (1997a) have suggested achieving this self-organization through the use of ART networks to learn appropriate clusters of useful rhythms in an unsupervised fashion. In their proposed system, newly evolved rhythms receive higher fitness the closer they are to existing (pre-trained or previously formed) clusters of rhythms, and new clusters can be formed if different-enough rhythms are encountered. Just how different is different enough, and what fitness to give to new clusters, are important aspects to define in such a self-organizing critic. And all these ways of altering the generalization ability of learning critics face the problem that once the critics have been specified and fixed (by training or coding), they will still be susceptible to exploitation by evolving creators looking for the easy way to higher fitness.
There is another problem with fixed critics as well: Once the evolving population of creators has found a way to satisfy the critics, the population will typically converge on that first solution, and no further innovations or variety will result. This can be especially true when the population quickly finds a loophole in the fitness function--the 'cheating' solutions will have such a fitness advantage over other members of the population that they will rapidly take over, killing off any other alternative approaches. This is not such a problem with human critics (as noted by Biles, Anderson, & Loggi, 1996) , because their selection criteria can change over time to search for new aspects in creators and thus avoid stagnation. But how can we build such changeable criteria into artificial critics, to ensure continued evolution and generation of novel creators? We must un-fix them. We can allow the critics to evolve as well, tying both critics and creators together into a co-adapting skein.
"My creator...your master": Coevolving Music Creators and Critics
Frankenstein and his monster shared an inextricably entwined existence. Though the former had created the latter through his actions, the Creature in turn defined and controlled his creator through his own relentless behavior. After repeatedly confronting and reacting to each others' desires, the monster reminded Frankenstein that they were both responsible for, and had power over, the happiness and existence of the other: "You are my creator, but I am your master--obey!" (Shelley, 1818 (Shelley, /1993 ).
In the same way, the two halves of the creative loop, creator and critic, or performer and audience, should dance around each other, shaping and being shaped by the others' behavior. This is a very general principle--essentially that of a feedback loop--that lies at the heart of a wide range of dynamic systems, whether within the psychology of a single creative mind, or between a pair of interacting individuals, or among the groups generating and responding to artifacts in a particular culture, or even among species interacting in an ecosystem. If only one side of any of these systems can change, then it will only change until it is in line with the other fixed component, and then creativity and innovation will stop. Both sides must be free to adapt to the other for continuing novelty to be generated. In the evolutionary composition systems we have already considered, however, the critic is held fixed, and only the musical creator (or creations themselves) are allowed to change over time. In this section, we take a first few steps in exploring how to capitalize on the creative power of coadapting systems for algorithmic composition--specifically, how to unchain the critic and let it (co)evolve with the creators as well.
Coevolution can help solve several of the problems we have already encountered plaguing evolutionary composition systems. First, coevolving creators and critics simultaneously can reduce the ability of creators to find easy ways to 'trick' critics into giving them high fitness. Hillis (1992) evolved simple routines for sorting lists of numbers, but found that with a fixed test set of number sequences to be sorted, the evolved programs would not generalize to all possible sequences--they used shortcuts to sort just the test cases. When Hillis made the test cases coevolve, by giving each number sequence higher fitness whenever it tricked a sorter routine, the sorters were continually challenged and ended up with the desired general sorting behavior. In a similar way, coevolving music critics along with the creators will continuously challenge the creators with new fitness criteria and prevent them from finding static fitness loopholes to exploit.
Second, coevolution can produce diversity within a population at any one time. This synchronic diversity can be generated, for example, through the process of sexual selection, when females choose males to mate with based on particular traits the males bear. When both the female preferences for particular traits and the male traits themselves coevolve, new species can form, splitting up the original population into subpopulations of individuals with distinct traits and preferences (see Todd & Miller, 1991a , for a simulation model of this speciation process). Coevolution's ability to generate synchronic diversity through speciation is a source of much of the variety and beauty of our natural world (Miller & Todd, 1995; Skutch, 1992) , and it can also be very important for algorithmic composition systems, where diversity can all too easily be selected out of a population. David Ralley (personal communication) noted that because of the boredom involved in listening to melodies in an artificial selection system, "The listeners tended to be drawn to the mutants because of their novelty, not because they represented better solutions, and [they] pursued those lines of evolution to dead ends. That is, eventually the whole population sounds like the original mutant, [and] you've lost the genotypic richness that might allow you to go elsewhere in the search space." Biles (1994 Biles ( , 1995b has been specifically interested in preserving diversity in the population of jazz solo measures he evolves--it would not be very useful if GenJam only had one solo to call upon. But he found that the necessary diversity can quickly disappear, particularly in multi-critic situations or when the population is small. To combat this, he developed a set of diversity operators that keep some variation in the population. Coevolution can achieve similar ends without the need for specific new operators.
Third, coevolution can generate diversity across time--diachronic diversity, in which the traits in a population continuously change, generation after generation. This pattern of constant change can be seen in arms races between different species, for instance predators and prey, where adaptations in one species--ability to chase faster, say--are countered by new adaptations in the other species--ability to change direction quickly when fleeing (Futuyama & Slatkin, 1983) . In musical evolution systems, diachronic diversity is equivalent to generating a succession of new artificial composers. As mentioned in the previous section, this is something that human listeners can accomplish by changing their critical criteria over time; coevolving artificial critics allow us to take humans out of the evolutionary loop.
Thus, to generate musical diversity both across time and at any given instant--both diachronically and synchronically--we must build a system that can create a multitude of distinctly defined 'species' within one population, and that can further induce those species to move around in musical space from one generation to the next. Sexual selection through mate choice allows the former, leading a population to cluster into subpopulations with unique (musical) traits and preferences. We need some further force to push a population out of its attained stable pattern of speciation, though, the role that parasites played in Hillis's (1992) sorting system. In sexual selection, this can be achieved through directional mate preferences (Kirkpatrick, 1987; Miller & Todd, 1993 , which for example cause females always to look for brighter, or more colorful, or more behaviorally complex males. These changing preferences can induce a population to continue evolving. For the evolution of musical creators, as we will see, this constant striving force can be effected through neophilia: females always looking for males who create musical patterns that are novel and unexpected. Our coevolutionary model thus ends up looking like (and being inspired by) the evolution of birdsong through sexual selection of critical females choosing which singing males to mate with. While this starting point for investigating coevolutionary composition systems may seem a long way from the complexities of human music composition, there are lessons to be learned that point the way beyond today's systems and toward the algorithmic composers of the future. (See Werner & Todd, 1997, for more details about our simulation methods and results with this system.)
Coevolutionary processes have not been much explored in compositional systems in the past. Horner, Assad, and Packard (1994) developed a system in which musical lines could evolve to work together in one of a number of competing strata, each of which is likened to a colony interacting in an ecology. "Working strata" receive more energy to divide up among the musical lines that form them, so it is in the best interest of any one musical line to join a stratum containing other lines that it can cooperate beneficially with. As the authors put it (p. 81), "The fitness of any given line is highly dependent on other lines near it temporally and textually; thus, successful music entails the evolution of groups of individual lines that interact in musically meaningful ways." In some sense, then, the lines will coevolve over time to complement each other within their competitive strata; this is more like mutualism, with an entire cooperating colony being a composition, than the sexually selected coevolution of individual composers and critics that we develop here. Jacob (1995 Jacob ( , 1996 created the variations system to implement his own composition process via three interacting modules. The composer module creates proposed modifications of themes or phrases through the addition of motives, and then passes these phrases on to the ear module, which either accepts of rejects each modification. In this way, a set of accepted phrases is built up over time, which are finally sent to the arranger module for combination into usable structures. Both the creators--composer modules--and critics--ear modules--are evolved in Jacob's system, as in ours described in this section. But the evolution of each type of module is performed separately, through human user fitness feedback (artificial selection, as in Section 3.1), rather than coevolving through sexual selection by affecting each others' fitness. As we will now see, introducing coevolution can 'close the loop' and eliminate the need for constant human judgment in the selection process--but it can also make for some compositionally less-useful results.
Coevolving rhythm-generating and judging neural networks
In a preliminary model, we coevolved artificial 'males' who produce rhythmic 'songs' along with picky 'females' who judge those songs and use them to decide whom to mate with. Both the male song creators and female song critics use neural networks to guide their behavior, either to produce rhythms in the male case or to listen to them and rate them in the female case. It is these neural circuits that (co)evolve over time. In females, the neural network maps inputs from an 'ear' to output units that indicate her decision to mate or abstain. In males, the circuitry produces a sequence of sounds in response to the presence of a female. We define the quality of a song to be the increased chance a female will mate with a male after hearing a song.
The neural model we used was somewhat different from the standard logistic-activation feedforward network. Each unit has a threshold, as usual, but summation of activation arriving in the unit occurs over multiple time steps. If this threshold is reached, the unit fires for one time step, and its stored input is reset to zero. The output of each neuron is binary, and weights between units are small integer values. Output signals take one time step to propagate down a connection from one neuron to another, so that the firing of a neuron at time t influences the firing of other neurons at time t+1. Each unit also has a baseline (bias) input value. If this bias is positive, the unit will fire at regular intervals, even lacking input from other units. For example, if a unit's bias value is +1, and its threshold is +3, this unit will function as a pacemaker unit, firing every three time steps. This behavior engenders interesting dynamics in the firing of interconnected neurons, which is important for the males producing rhythmic songs. It also allows individual neurons to detect temporal patterns, which is important for the females listening to input patterns over time.
Each individual carries genes encoding for a song-producing network as well as a song-rating network. However, male animals use only their genes for song producing and female animals only their genes for song rating. Each neuron in the network has a gene that encodes its threshold and bias activation. A number of genes encode the connections between the neurons, in terms of the source neuron, the destination neuron, and the strength of the connection. Males have a single input unit (indicating whether or not a female is listening and they should start singing), and several output units (different 'notes' that they can sing, simultaneously or individually). Females have a corresponding number of input units (one to register each possible 'note' that the males can sing) and two output units, one defined as indicating how much the female likes what she is currently hearing, and the other indicating how much she dislikes this male's song. We felt that it was necessary to include both a score-increasing (liking) unit and a score-decreasing (disliking) unit, because without an output that could reduce the score of a song, males would simply evolve to sing songs that had every possible note on at every time step. This cacophony could flood the listening females' networks with activation so that these songs would receive high scores, and nothing more interesting would appear in the population.
When this model was run, the male neural networks produced complex output patterns. The songs typically contained several concurrent, not-quite-repeating patterns that were out of phase with each other. These songs changed dramatically over evolutionary time, driven by the preferences of the female networks. However, these patterns proved to be very difficult to analyze for complexity, diversity, or change. It was clear that the songs were evolving, but not clear how. It was time to call in more rudimentary musicians.
Coevolving hopeful singers and music critics
In our latest simulation, we created 'dumbed-down' male singers, each of whom has genes that directly encode the notes of his song (rather than a song-generating network). Each male song (and hence genotype) consists of 32 notes, each of which can be a single pitch selected from a two-octave (24 pitch) range. Females' genes now encode a transition matrix which is used to rate transitions from one note to another in male songs. This matrix is an N-by-N table, where N is the number of possible pitches the males can produce (24 in these experiments). Each entry in this table represents the female's expectation of the probability of one pitch following another in a song. For instance, entry (4, 11) (or C-G in our two-octave case) in a particular female's table captures how often she thinks pitch 11 will follow pitch 4, on average, in male songs. Given these expectations, females can decide how well they like a particular song in different ways, as we will see below. Whatever method she uses, as she listens to a male, the female considers the transition from the previous note's pitch to the current note's pitch for each note in a song, gives each transition a score based on her transition table, and sums those scores to come up with her final evaluation of the male and his serenade.
Each female listens to the songs of a certain number of males who are randomly selected to be in her 'courting choir'. All females hear the same number of males, and the size of the courting choir--that is, a female's sample size--is specified for each evolutionary run. After listening to all the males in her potentialmate choir, the female selects the one that she most preferred (i.e. the one with the highest score) as her mate. This female choice process ensures that all females will have exactly one mate, but males can have a range of mates from 0 (if his song is unpopular with everyone) to something close to the courting-choir size (if he has a platinum hit that is selected by all the females who listen to him). Each female has one child per generation created via crossover and mutation with her chosen male mate (so this child will have a mix of the musical traits and preferences genetically encoded in its mother and father). This temporarily puts the population at about 50% above a specified 'carrying capacity' (target population size). We then kill off approximately a third of the individuals, bringing the population back to a predetermined carrying capacity. This whole process is repeated for some desired number of generations.
We employed three different methods for scoring the male songs using these tables. In the first method, the female simply scores each transition as it occurs in the song by immediately looking up how much she expected that particular transition and adding it to the running total score for the song. Thus, those songs that contain more of the individual transitions that the female expects (e.g., songs with many C-G transitions, if she expects C's to be followed by G's very often) will be scored higher by her, and she will prefer to mate with the males who sing these songs. We call this the local transition preference scoring method.
In the second method, the female listens to a whole song first, counting the number of each type of transition that occurs in the song (e.g., she might tally up G's following C's four times in the song, and other notes following C's two times). Then from these counts she constructs a transition matrix for that particular individual song (e.g., with an entry of .66 for the C-G transition, because that is what occurred two-thirds of the time after a C in this song). Finally, she compares that song's transition table with her expected (preferred) transition table, and the closer the two tables match (on an entry-by-entry basis), the higher score and preference she gives to that song.
Thus, this method means that a female will prefer songs that match the overall statistical pattern of transitions in her transition table. We call this the global transition preference scoring method. Continuing with our example, if the female has a value of .75 stored in her own transition table for the C-G transition, she will like songs most that have a C-G transition exactly three-fourths of the time (along with other C-x transitions, where x is any note other than G, for the other quarter of the time that C appears). In contrast, with local transition scoring, she would prefer C-G transitions after every C, because they give a higher local score than any other transition from C.
The third scoring method produced females that enjoy being surprised. The female listens to each transition in the song individually as in the first method, looks up how much she expected that transition, and subtracts this probability value from the probability she attached to the transition she most expected to hear. Consider our female from the previous paragraph again. Whenever she hears a C in a male's song, she most expects a G to follow it (75% of the time). Imagine she instead hears a C-E transition in a song. This transition is a surprise to her, because it violates the C-G transition expectation--and so she likes this song more as a consequence.
But how much of a surprise was this note, and how much does it increase her preference for this song? To find out, the female critic first looks up the C-E transition in her table, and finds she expected that transition 15% (for example) of the time. Thus, this C-E transition was not a complete surprise, because she had some previous expectation for it, but it was a reasonably large one. We quantify the surprise level with a score of .75-.15=.6 for that transition (i.e., prob(C-G) -prob(C-E)). This expected-minus-actual-transitionprobability score is summed up for all the transitions in the current song, and the final sum registers how much surprise the female experienced, and therefore how much she preferred that song. Not surprisingly, we call this the surprise preference scoring method. Note that it will not result in the males singing random songs--to get a high surprise score, a song must first build up expectations, by making transitions to notes that have highly expected notes following them, and then violate those expectations, by not using the highly expected note. Thus there is a constant tug-of-war between doing what is expected and what is unexpected in each song.
The first two preference scoring methods can be considered forms of nondirectional mate preferences: Evolved male songs that match evolved female expectations most precisely (either locally or globally) will receive the most mating interest. The third surprise preference scoring method, however, is a type of directional mate preference. Rather than rewarding male songs that match female expectations, surprising songs that are some ways off from the evolved female transition tables in song space will be sought after. Thus we expected to see less movement through song space for the local and global transition preferences and more continual change--maintaining diversity over time--when surprise preferences were used.
We also expected that surprise scoring would create greater diversity within any given generation than would preferences based on matching local or global expectations, because there are more ways to violate expectations (causing surprise) than to meet them. Note that this is different from the kinds of directional preferences where only a single preferred direction was indicated (e.g., a greener vs. a bluer patch of plumage). In those cases, the population could evolve to all head in one direction in phenotype space; here, the population will be more likely to scatter in many directions in phenotype space.
We also compared cases where female expectation transition tables were fixed across time (i.e., female offspring contain exact copies of their mother's transition table) with runs where females were allowed to coevolve with the male songs. In this way we tested our expectation that coevolving preferences would allow more change (or diversity) in songs over time because the targets for the males would themselves be moving. In a system without coevolution, male songs will tend to converge on the female preferences and stay there, providing little evolutionary movement.
Resulting song change over time
We ran populations of 1000 individuals for 1000 generations in six different conditions: all three preference scoring methods, with fixed or coevolving preferences. We consider here cases where the female's courting choir contained just two males (see Werner & Todd, 1997 , for further details). In each case, we initiated the male songs randomly, and the female transition tables were set in the first generation with probabilities calculated from a collection of simple folk-tune melodies. This way we could ensure that female preferences in our simulations at least started out with some resemblance to human melodic preferences; however, once evolution started moving the preferences and songs around, any hope of the population's aesthetics matching human aesthetics would quickly be lost. Thus, we could not listen to the system and readily judge its progress; we had to resort to more objective measures (which is another reason for using the simplified form of song and preference representation presented in the previous section).
To measure evolving song change over time--diachronic diversity--we used a 'progress chart' technique modified from Cliff and Miller's (1995) work on tracking coevolutionary progress in pursuit-evasion games. This method allows us to compare and visualize the difference between the modal male song (i.e., the most common note at each of the 32 positions) at any generation G and that at any previous generation G', with difference measured as the number of positions where the two songs differ (from 0 to 32).
Using this technique, we compared the rate of change of population modal songs over time for our six different conditions. Surprise scoring yielded greater change than either global or local transition scoring. Local scoring, in fact, made the population converge rather rapidly to the locally preferred song transitions, so that male songs often degenerated to repetition of a single note or alternation between two notes. (This also gave these runs very low within-generation synchronic diversity scores, so we did not analyze this type of preference further.) Finally, coevolution led to faster change than fixed female preferences, at least when surprise scoring was used--the situation is less clear with global transition scoring, and we are still investigating this particular, possibly anomalous case.
Resulting song diversity within populations
To measure the synchronic diversity of songs within a population at any particular generation, we computed the set of differences (again 0-32) between every pair of males' songs in the population. This set of differences can be plotted as a histogram for any given generation, with highly converged, low-diversity populations having histograms skewed toward low values, and unconverged, high-diversity populations having histograms skewed toward high values. Furthermore, populations with two or more distinct 'species' of songs will show up as multiple peaks in the histogram (representing the distributions of between-species and within-species distances). To explore how this within-generation diversity changes across generations, we can simply line up several of these histograms next to each other.
We used this visualization method to compare the evolving synchronic diversity of songs in populations in four conditions (leaving out the degenerate hyper-converged local transition score populations). Again our expectations were mostly met: Coevolution yielded greater synchronic diversity than fixed female preferences (i.e., most songs in the population were about 18 notes different from the modal song for the coevolving-female-preference surprise population vs. about 11 notes different for the fixed-femalepreference surprise population after 1000 generations). The preference scoring method (surprise vs. global transition scoring) showed little consistent effect on within-generation diversity, however.
Interestingly, when we changed the female's choir size from 2 to 20 singing males, the synchronic diversity dropped dramatically (from 10-20 notes different from the modal song on average, to just 2-3 notes different with the large choir). However, this tight clustering with a large choir size, when combined with the directional selection effects of surprise preferences, can lead new song 'species' to emerge and differentiate from each other over time. Thus, as the choir size is increased, diversity across the whole population can be replaced by diversity between speciated subpopulations.
"The instrument of future mischief": Conclusions, Implications, and Further Work
Frankenstein's unhappy creation took it upon himself to end the experiment that had produced so much misery: "Fear not that I shall be the instrument of future mischief. My work is nearly complete" (Shelley, 1818 (Shelley, /1993 . Our experimental results to date are similarly unhappy, or at least somewhat unappealing to behold. Our coevolutionary system of female critics and male song creators has worked to produce the diversity and novelty we desired, but at the cost, as usual, of musical structure. As one colleague put it, "each individual male song sounds crappy--but each sounds crappy in a unique new way." We could therefore do as the wise Creature did, and bring this project to a rapid and merciful conclusion.
But our work is not nearly complete--there are many directions we can go to address the aesthetic problems we face, and to improve the performance of coevolutionary algorithmic composition.
Our simulations here lend strong support for the role of coevolving songs and directional (surprise-based) preferences in maintaining diversity over time, and in continuously altering that diversity as time goes by. With noncoevolving, nondirectional preferences, progress is slower and diversity collapses. This diversity could actually be increased if the female song preferences could change faster, altering within any given female's lifetime rather than just between mother and daughter. This is exactly the role that learning can play, enabling adaptations faster than evolution can accomplish (Todd & Miller, 1991b) . Thus, by combining (co)evolution and learning, we may be able to further increase the novelty-generating power of our algorithmic composition systems.
The first place to explore the addition of learning to our system is in the creation of the female musical expectations: Where should their transition tables come from? In our current setup, females inherit their transition tables from their mother and father (after the females in the initial generation were loaded with transition expectations computed from real song examples, as mentioned in Section 4.3). Because of this, 'surprising' note transitions can only be surprising relative to a particular female's inherited expectations. But certainly for humans, and for other animals as well, expectations are built up through experience and learning within one's lifetime (see Bharucha & Todd, 1989) . So instead we can let a female learn expectations about note transitions based on a set of songs from her current generation, or from the previous generation, as if she has heard those songs and picked up knowledge of her 'culture' from them. Then she will be surprised when she hears something new that toys with these learned expectations, building them up and then violating them. We expect that using learning to create the note transition expectations, rather than evolving them, will allow the population to 'change its tune' even more rapidly than the cases we have described in this paper, because the expectations will be able to shift just as rapidly as the songs themselves--learning operates faster than selection.
Furthermore, we could allow learning in the females to occur at an even faster time-scale, so that instead of habituating to songs heard too many times last week, for example, each female could habituate to notes and phrases heard too many times within the current male's song. In this case, females would seek novelty and expectation-violation within each song they hear. To sing preferred songs, males would have to balance the amount of repetition and newness in their song. We expect that this type of 'real-time' preference learning will lead to increased complexity of the internal structure of the songs themselves, not just of the population of songs.
Combining evolution and learning may increase the speed with which novelty is generated in our system, but that could just get us to bad-sounding novelty that much quicker. One of the biggest problems with our coevolutionary approach is that, by removing the human influence from the critics (aside from those in the initial generation of folksong-derived transition tables), the system can rapidly evolve its own unconstrained aesthetics. After a few generations of coevolving songs and preferences, the female critics may be pleased only by musical sequences that the human user would find worthless. Unchaining critics to yield continual novelty also frees them from incorporating any particular aspects of musical structure. To rein the critics (and thus creators) back in slightly, so that they continue to incorporate at least some basic desirable elements of musical structure, we can add selected fitness rules to the coevolutionary system, creating hybrid fitness criteria similar to those discussed in Section 3.3. These rules can be used to eliminate (male) songs from the population that are in flagrant violation of the human user's encoded aesthetics. The power of sexual selection through female choice will continue to produce a variety of attractive males singing preferred songs; but now the human-provided fitness rules will act akin to natural selection, keeping the population healthy and well-adapted as well as attractive.
Thus, we propose a new algorithmic composition system based on a combination of all the approaches we have described here: rule-following, learning, and evolution. By coevolving female song critics with learned musical preferences alongside the male-produced songs they choose between (which can also be honed by learning within the male's lifetime as he encounters multiple choosy females), sexual selection will produce ongoing novelty. By pruning that novelty with human-produced rules, natural selection will keep the system within appropriate musical bounds. Structure and novelty, like the effects of natural and sexual selection, can be balanced.
Frankenstein's monster was born desiring to be good, filled with the love of virtue, but his form was aesthetically repulsive. His form, rather than his intentions, caused Frankenstein to opt out of their coevolving creator-critic relationship early on, leaving the Creature to develop on his own toward his ultimately tragic condition. Many of the evolving musical examples we have considered here began their lives similarly unlovely. If Frankenstein had been more patient, had remained engaged in a guiding role for his creation, had grown with the Creature and helped him to learn about the good and bad aspects of the world, and had taught him the rules that govern proper human behavior, the outcome of their story would have been very different and almost certainly happier for all. Musicians intent on creating algorithmic composition systems with the spark of human creativity would do well to adopt this combination of coevolution, learning, and rule-following, and thereby with luck avoid the horrors that were visited upon Victor Frankenstein and his creation.
